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My two dreams were similar but not identical. I had the 1st dream in 1999 and the 2nd dream in early 2000 right after Bush took office.
The first dream was actually quite detailed and I remembered a lot about it, but because it was my first time with this sort of experience I really just brushed
it off as “just another weird dream”. The second experience was really quite different and I’m of the opinion that the Lord wanted to make an impression
on me and take this dream seriously, which I did.
The 2nd dream this time included the presence of a “messenger” a being dressed in white, I was standing on a platform or dais above a
circular opening or window for want of a better word, within this window scenes of events to come were being played out. As I was watching these scenes
take place questions would arise in my mind inquiring as to the meaning of what I was seeing, the messenger standing next to me would look at me and
give me the answer or interpretation of what I was viewing. The odd part about this was that I was not hearing words being spoken but rather I was feeling
or receiving impressions of the answers. In its own weird way I was receiving more knowledge about what was going on then what spoken words could
have conveyed.
Both of my dreams began at the same moment in time, America was just descending into chaos. I saw mobs, riots, civil strife, civil war, and
the complete breakdown in civil society. I understood that the beginning of this event was a result of the collapse of the food delivery supply chain. In my
dream I did not see what precipitated this event but it was from starvation and famine that drove society over the edge. It reminds me of the phrase that
society is only 3 meals away from anarchy. The events I witnessed in this dream were as bad as those witnessed by Pres. Taylor and Woodruff. One element
of this part of the dream that I recall quite clearly was that the death toll was so massive that the survivors went through the streets collecting the dead
bodies and then trucking them to the rail yards where they were stacked like cord wood on flat cars. The trains would then transport the bodies to the
nearest bridge spanning a large river and the bodies would then be tossed off the bridge into the water to be carried out to sea. The trains would then
return to the rail yard to repeat the process.
The civil strife was essentially everywhere but it was really bad along both the west and east coast cities and in all of the major urban areas.
I remember specifically that the cities of Seattle, Portland, San Francisco, Los Angeles, Phoenix, Denver, Kansas City, St. Louis, Dallas, Houston, Memphis,
Chicago, Atlanta, Miami, and the entire eastern seaboard from Washington DC on north became like Hell on earth for the inhabitants of those cities. As
what little food in the cities was consumed by the rioters and gangs, they worked their way out into the countryside scavenging and looting what they
could. It was here as they became dispersed that the rural residents eventually surrounded and killed the rioters from the cities. I am not sure what the
time frame of all of this was, but I felt that it spanned a time of some 4-6 months.
It was at this point that the next challenge came to pass, the invasion of America by foreign troops. It is here though that my dream differs
from what most other people have seen or reported in their dreams and it is one of the two main reasons why I have been reluctant to share my dreams
on the forum. In my dream I was shown that the first wave of foreign troops arrived at the invitation of the state and city governments of the west coast
and northeast, specifically Washington, Oregon, Calif, New York, Penn., Mass., etc. I saw the troops invited onto our shores by the liberal governments of
these states as “Peacekeepers” under the auspices of the UN. When the call went out to invite the nations of the world to come make America “safe” from
the riots and mobocracy, the flood of humanity was a wonder to behold as these foreign troops descended on America. It was not until the foreigners
established themselves on the west and east coasts that their real intentions manifested themselves. As the foreign troops suddenly dispersed across
America into the other states that did not want them the war with these invaders went into full steam. Suddenly Americans had a cause to rally to and
the only organization that showed an ability to organize and direct a counterattack was the Church and its members. It was at this point that all out war
broke out within our borders, and where things were bad before, they just got worse.
Now it was at this point in my dream that I once again saw a divergence from what everyone else reports seeing. In my dream (and this
may be due to my experience in Air Force Intelligence) I saw our military remain in control of our strategic nuclear forces. As much as Russia and China
wanted to take them over, it was made very clear by the remaining military command structure that any attack on our missile forces and any launch of
strategic nuclear weapons on our cities would result in the unleashing of total nuclear destruction on Russia and China. Now I did witness the use of tactical
nuclear weapons by foreign troops on some of our military forces and installations, and also the use of tactical weapons by our own forces on foreign troops
and their installations. I specifically witnessed the use of tactical nukes on the ports of Long Beach and Chesapeake Bay as these were the main staging
points for the Chinese/Asian and Russian forces. But I did not witness a general all out nuclear war between the major powers.
My dream ended with the massing of a body of Saints in the Rocky Mountains preparing for a final conflict with the foreign troops, at this
point my understanding of the dream got really confused. I recall seeing a massive column of light, smoke, and fire guiding and protecting the Saints, but
then I saw the emergence of a massive body of people suddenly appearing as if from nowhere, joining our forces. The event of these people suddenly
emerging coupled with the pillar of smoke and fire literally put the fear of God into the foreigners and they could not get out of our country fast enough.
I have no doubt that these events will take place because I have witnessed them not once but twice in my life. And the second time I
received a witness of the Spirit that confirmed to me that it was not just another “weird dream”. Since joining the forum I feel I have become more in tune
with the Spirit and have been receiving additional information through further dreams.

The Long Cold Bitter Winter
The following dream was received on the night of Feb. 15, 2011:

It is late fall, either late November or early December and a massive winter storm front forms off the west coast and then slides across
the entire country. In my dream I see it as if watching the Weather Channel, and that the jet stream has sunk far to the south. I can see the line designating
the jet stream crossing over Northern Mexico and out into the Gulf and then cutting across Southern Florida. The jet stream stays this way for some two
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weeks and during that time nearly a dozen massive winter storm systems speed across the country dumping snow and ice virtually everywhere. The first
storm dumps between 2-3 feet of snow across the northern states and also brings an ice storm to the central and southern states that covers everything
with a layer of ice 3-4 inches thick. Temperatures during this two week period drop to -30 degrees below zero in the north to temperatures in the teens
throughout the south. The key thing about this cold period is that the day time temperatures never rise above freezing.

There is no let up in the storms, with massive storm after massive storm dumping either snow or ice or both throughout the country. Areas
that are missed in one storm will get it in the next. These storms have the effect of shutting down travel throughout the entire country. Think of what
would happen if 2 feet of heavy wet snowfall were covered the next day with a sheet of solid ice 4 inches thick! Not even snowplows would be able to
work their way through that mess.

In addition, and more importantly I saw that the storms were responsible for taking down the entire electrical infrastructure for all of
North America including Canada. I saw the ice from the storms accumulate to such a thickness that they either collapsed the large transmission towers
supporting the electrical cables or that literally thousands of miles of electrical transmission lines were snapped because of the ice’s weight.

All of this had the following effects. First of all, the government and people in general could not respond to the disaster, they’re incapable
of doing so because of the bad weather, the bitter cold, and the awful conditions of the roads. There’s no ground traffic, no air traffic, and not even any
rail traffic. People are stuck in place and cannot move period. Thus there’s no transportation of food or supplies for nearly 2 weeks. Secondly, because the
power has failed on a national scale, there’s no electricity to power homes or businesses, so there is no commerce for 2 full weeks. And because there’s
no power, virtually all of the furnaces that people depend upon for warmth will not operate. Within 3-4 days of the power going out the residual heat in
all of the buildings will have dissipated and then the water pipes will freeze. This means no fresh water coming in and no way to flush the sewage and
waste out. There is a follow-on effect to this situation that simply adds to the misery. Because of the lack of heat many city dwellers attempt to stay warm
by building open fires in their homes and apartments. This results in either the structures burning down to the ground or people dying from asphyxiation
due to the raw combustion gases being created in a confined area.

Within this 2 week period of continual winter storms I witnessed virtually everyone running out of heat, fresh water, and food. I saw that
the death toll was massive as multitudes of people perished in their homes from lack of heat and exposure to the cold, from thirst because of the lack of
fresh water, and ultimately from famine from the lack of food.

The only people I saw surviving this disaster were those who had an alternate source of heat (a fireplace, woodstove, or a kerosene heater,
etc.). They had emergency stores of fresh water, and they had some food storage to hold them over. Even after these winter storms end it will take weeks
to restore power. In my dream I saw that the power grid never gets fully restored everywhere. Because of the massive destruction to the electrical grid
infrastructure, power is only restored regionally. Communities more than a few hundred miles away from a power plant (which includes most of the eastern
third of the country) are just out of luck. I believe that these storms are part of the long and bitter winter that Sarah Menet foresaw in her NDE and that
it will happen after the callout occurs. After receiving this dream many statements in Sarah Menet’s vision suddenly made sense.

“I sensed that the electricity had failed everywhere and that nothing was running throughout the country, including any of the
communication systems.”

“There was a tremendously long winter that caught everyone by surprise following the siege of sickness. It started early and lasted into
the summer months. A famine had begun over the few years leading up to the long winter because of storms, droughts, floods and other plagues that had
taken place; and the abnormally long cold period seemed to cause the famine to suddenly increase to its full measure.”
“In the period of time following the disease, which was quickly followed by the long winter, things started going downhill very quickly.
Events piled up one on top of another without any breaks. My sense of timing was not very clear at this moment; however because I was seeing several
things happening all at the same time or very close together.”
“During and after the long winter, the disease spread everywhere and increased in severity. The economy and the electricity were
completely gone. Chaos and anarchy reigned over the entire United States. Without any government there was a total breakdown, and I saw people
panicking everywhere. They were trying in vain to find food. There was none. I saw people even digging in the ground for worms to eat because they were
so hungry from the lack of food.”
Dreams, Dreams, and More Dreams
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During the last 2-1/2 months from the first week of May until July 2011, the Lord has blessed me with a plethora of many, many dreams. I
feel the number of dreams received has been on the order of 50-60 in number. Virtually every night I’ve had dreams and several times I had the same
dream over and over as the Lord tried to drive home a point he wanted to make to me. These dreams have run the gamut from the callout and tent cities
to the return of the Ten Tribes, and Zion’s Camp triumphant return to Jackson County. I also have had dreams regarding the events leading up to the 2nd
Coming, the Resurrection, what life will be like during the Millennium and also some facts relating to a Celestial existence.

If I were to write down everything that I’ve seen in detail I would have a pretty decent sized novel. Therefore, I will only share the info which
to me is of a more interesting nature and just give a synopsis of all of my dreams. Unfortunately, the dreams came so fast and furious that I really don’t
think I will even remember all of them.

How long will the Call Out Be?

I was shown that the duration of the call out will be at least two full winters. I was not told precisely which month the call out would begin
with. We would have to make it through both the first long bitter winter during which the invasion of America would occur, and then on through the
following second winter. The Saints will then leave their tent cities during the early spring time (late March to mid-April). So the total time in the camps
will be somewhat less than two full years.

How Will The Sealed Tent Cities Be Protected?

I had two very vivid dreams regarding this matter and to tell the truth it really was NOT what I had envisioned the sealing process would
be. In my dreams I was shown that when the Lord says the tent cities will be sealed they will indeed be completely sealed from any outside danger. The
Saints in these tent cities will be placed on another plane of existence outside the range of senses available to the temporal world. It is not unlike how
we mortals live side by side with the spirits in the spirit world. We coexist with them, the spirits can see us but we can’t see them.

In both of my dreams I saw clear examples of how evil men who were looking for the Saints and their tent communities actually came into
the camps. We could see them and hear them although they appeared to us as wispy ghostly entities that we could actually see through, but they could
not see us. They could pass through us and our tents and we could pass through them, but they could not see, hear, discern, or harm us in any way shape
or form. In my dream it was amusing to see them come into camp looking for the Saints, but they could not find us, and after looking around for a while
they would leave and go away.

What Happens After We Leave the Tent Cities?

At the end of our tent city experience, a number of Saints will be chosen to begin the journey back towards Jackson County. The majority
of those chosen will be those who were faithful in the beginning and went to the sealed tent cities when the Lord called for them to go. In fact, the
purpose for spending time in the sealed tent cities is for the Saints to prepare themselves to eventually meet with and to dwell in the presence of their God.
In my dream it seems that this group consisted of about 100,000 individuals. Upon leaving Utah though, our travels take a rather circuitous route; we first
travel south into northern central Arizona and then travel eastward towards Albuquerque, New Mexico.

The purpose for this diversion in travel is that the Lord desires to fulfill his promises to the Lamanites of North and Central America to
include them in the construction of the New Jerusalem. As we travel through Arizona and New Mexico, we pick up allies from the Navajo, Hopi, Zuni,
Apache, and Pueblo Indian nations. In addition, other Indian tribes from throughout the country and from Mexico and Central America have been led by
the Lord to meet up with the Saints in New Mexico. Plus, there are many Hispanic people who will also join the group. At this point our forces have now
grown in size to over a million people.

After leaving New Mexico we will then head north through eastern Colorado, it is at this point that my dreams get really interesting. We
are traveling along the foothills of the Front Range of the eastern Rocky Mountains, I can see Pike’s Peak off to the west and from my position I would judge
that we are just east of and between the cities of Colorado Springs and Denver. It is at this point that we then meet up with an enormous group of people
who are traveling down from the north.
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It is the Ten Tribes. It’s difficult to estimate the size of their group but it is definitely in the millions. Their forces consist of vehicles that can
float in the air and travel some10-15 feet above the ground. I was not told what the motive force for these vehicles is; but I assume that it is some kind of
anti-gravity technology. I’m not informed either as to where the Ten Tribes have been hidden these past few thousand years, but in my dream the meeting
between our group and theirs is joyous beyond description. At this point we join forces and turn east to head across Kansas and on to Jackson County,
Missouri.

After relating this particular dream to a relative of mine he later pointed out an interesting correlation in the scriptures that I had not
noticed before. In D&C 133:31 it says “And the boundaries of the everlasting hills shall tremble at their presence.” We know from modern revelation that
the everlasting hills are the Rocky Mountains. I would guess that the foothills bordering the eastern Front Range would qualify as the boundary of the
everlasting hills. So once again I see a confirmation in scripture of the things I have witnessed in my dreams.
There is one other point I would like to make regarding the coming of the Ten Tribes that was revealed to me in these dreams. In D&C
133:30 it says “And they shall bring forth their rich treasures unto the children of Ephraim, my servants.” These rich treasures consist of two things, first
it is their genealogy records, history, and scriptures; and secondly, it is the knowledge of their science, advanced technology and industrial might. The Ten
Tribes are ahead of us in technology by several hundred years. After reaching Jackson County and we begin the process of rebuilding our society we will
be doing it with the tools and technology of the Ten Tribes. Everything that we presently own of a technological nature will become obsolete overnight.

In my dream I saw that they can produce vast amounts of virtually free electrical power. That energy is transmitted wirelessly through the
air to power everything from ground vehicles (they will also float in the air above the ground, so you can say goodbye to wheeled transportation) to all
electrical appliances, and the lights in our buildings, etc. They have also developed the ability to trans-mutate matter into any other element or combination
of elements. No longer will we have to mine or drill deep into the earth to obtain our raw materials. Copper, Iron, Aluminum and all other metals can be
created at will just from the common rocks that cover the earth. Also, virtually all of our non-metallic goods are formed from just four basic elements
(hydrogen, oxygen, carbon, and nitrogen) with a smattering of other elements thrown in. So all of our raw materials to create plastics, clothing, and
building materials: can also be trans-mutated out of common rock.

What Happens During Our Journey to Jackson County?

Our journey to Jackson County is not without danger and some hardship. As our group grows with the addition of the Lamanite/Hispanic
people, and especially after we join forces with the Ten Tribes we attract the attention of the foreign armies who have previously invaded America. During
our travels across Colorado and Kansas I saw several encounters with the Russian military that are deployed out of a base located near Saint Louis, Missouri.
In my dreams I was shown that when the US is initially attacked that the Chinese and their North Korean allies will set up bases of operations on the west
coast in Seattle, San Francisco, and Long Beach Harbor. The Russians will set up bases in New York Harbor, Chesapeake Bay, and in the mid-west city of
Saint Louis; in addition, their Cuban allies will set up a base of operations in Miami and take over most of southern Florida.

From these strongpoints the invaders will “attempt” to move inland across the western US but they are met with strong opposition on all
fronts. One long running battle that I saw was an attempted intrusion into Utah by way of Reno and Elko, Nevada. This was undoubtedly the same battle
that the Texas Dreamer also saw in his dream. The foreign armies are indeed able to drop in troops by parachute anywhere they want to in the country
and to resupply them by air. Their ability to do so does indeed create many problems for the people of the intermountain west who will suffer from these
incursions. But whenever the foreigners attempt to open up supply lines by road or rail in order to move in heavy equipment into the Rocky Mountain
area; they are stopped on every front. Eventually, they stop trying to take over the intermountain west and concentrate on consolidating their currently
held territory on both coasts and in the mid-west.

However, when the Saints and their allies begin to mass together and move across the Great Plains towards Missouri, both China and
Russia and their allies decide it is time to put an end to this “Mormon Problem”. I see plans made to attack the massed Saints /Lamanites/ Ten Tribes and
the populations of the intermountain west with nerve gas agents, biological agents, and nuclear weapons. But before the foreign armies can put their
plans into action the Lord bares his arm and wipes out virtually all of the invaders from off the land of the United States in just a matter of hours.

Prior to this massive act of destruction the US has been hit hard with many natural disasters, there have been many, many major
earthquakes that level most of the cities in the country. There have been violent storms, tsunamis, and volcanoes going off. But up until this point in
time the destruction has only destroyed existing physical structures in addition to killing many people. In His final act of vengeance against the wicked
and ungodly, the Lord roils the North American continent from one end to the other with a series of the most massive earthquakes ever seen by man.
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Within the space of just a few hours these earthquakes completely reshape the United States, resulting in the entire west coast from
Seattle to Tijuana collapsing into the Pacific basin, the entire east coast from Maine to South Carolina dropping below the surface of the Atlantic, and
all of southern Florida up to about the Orlando area sinking beneath the waters of the Gulf of Mexico. And finally, the New Madrid fault from New
Orleans to the Great Lakes rips open the Mississippi River Valley and the states of Louisiana, Mississippi, Eastern Texas, Arkansas, most of Missouri, Indiana,
Illinois, Michigan, and Western Ohio/Kentucky/Tennessee, all plummet into the earth with a new gulf or sea flooding in over this ground. In just one day
America loses about a third of its land mass which also happens to include the location of all of the foreign invaders major bases. Both Russia and China
lose millions of men from their military and tens of billions of dollars’ worth of war supplies have been destroyed that were brought over to support their
conquest of the American continent. With their bases gone, their military forces destroyed and a fortune in war supplies lost, plus, worst of all the very
land and resources that they had coveted are now lying at the bottom of the sea: all of the foreign invaders pick up and leave the USA as quickly as they
possibly can never to return.

Life in the New Jerusalem

When the Saints and their allies arrive in Jackson County they begin the task of building the city of our God. Upon their arrival they will
find the topography of the land vastly different from what it is now. Just east of where the temple will be built and where the city of New Jerusalem will
be raised, the entire plain will now sit atop a high bluff of perhaps a thousand feet above sea level. You can see out across the newly formed gulf upon
this bluff to a distance of many miles. Just north of the temple complex the mighty Missouri River will flow into this new Gulf after making a final plunge
from the bluff above in a spectacular waterfall to the ocean a thousand feet below. The mist rising from this waterfall will create a spectacular effect of
covering the city in a myriad of rainbows as one approaches it from the sea.

The blessing and responsibility for building this city will fall upon the Lamanites. Their ancestors built cities that have stood for thousands
of years and they will know how to build this city to stand throughout the Millennium. The Ten Tribes for many years will form the backbone of our new
industrial society until our children and grandchildren can be taught the sciences upon which these technologies are built. We cannot be taught or
understand these things overnight, it will take some time. However, it is the blessing, birthright, and responsibility of the tribe of Ephraim to administer all
things pertaining to the government of the Kingdom and to hold the keys of the Priesthood and the saving ordinances of the temples. Our duties will be
to build and administer the temples, to form the backbone of the government and to act as agents of the Lord in governing all of the earth during the
Millennium.

New Dream

On the night of July 7, 2012, I dreamed that my wife and I were part of a Church Council where we were informed that America was now
completely awash in wickedness, evil, and sin; and that the seal of “spiritual protection” that had been placed upon her since the country’s founding had
now been revoked. And that the judgments of God had already begun to roll forth (i.e. the heat wave that has been roasting the country for the last 3
weeks): and that from this time forth they would multiply and intensify in severity.

We were then assigned to visit the sites where the tent cities were being prepared to check on the final preparations. We checked the
communications equipment, checked on medical supplies, and inventoried the stockpiles of tools.

The next thing that happened in my dream was that I was shown an image of a man who appeared to have fallen from a great height and
his body was twisted and completely broken by the impact. Immediately, this image was replaced by a map of the USA and I then heard the words that
America’s economic backbone would soon be broken. The impression that was felt more than seen was that a widespread catastrophic natural disaster
would strike the nation and it would result in horrific economic damage to the entire region.

Next in my dream I was shown many people lying dead or dying in a field and once again I heard a voice say that shortly after the natural
disaster seen earlier (once again in my dream it was felt more than seen or heard that it would be only a few weeks after the disaster) death would begin
to stalk the land. The people in the field appeared to be suffering from disease and plague (could this be the result of a bio-terror attack?).
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